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Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH) is a late-onset surgically alleviated, progressive disease. We
characterize a potential familial subgroup of iNPH in a nation-wide Finnish cohort of 375 shunt-operated
iNPH-patients. The patients were questionnaired and phone-interviewed, whether they have relatives with ei-
ther diagnosed iNPH or disease-related symptomatology. Then pedigrees of all families with more than one
iNPH-case were drawn. Eighteen patients (4.8%) from 12 separate pedigrees had at least one shunt-operated rel-
ative whereas 42 patients (11%) had relativeswith two ormore triad symptoms. According to multivariate logis-
tic regression analysis, familial iNPH-patients had up to 3-fold risk of clinical dementia compared to sporadic
iNPH patients. This risk was independent from diagnosed Alzheimer's disease and APOE ε4 genotype.
This study describes a familial entity of iNPH offering a novel approach to discover the potential genetic charac-
teristics of iNPH. Discovered pedigrees offer an intriguing opportunity to conduct longitudinal studies targeting
potential preclinical signs of iNPH.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH) is a late-onset
progressive brain disease with disturbance in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
dynamics. Clinical characteristics include a triad of deteriorated gait, uri-
nary incontinence and cognitive impairment, together with enlarged
brain ventricles [1–3]. Symptoms can be alleviated with a CSF shunt,
but the long term impact seems modest only [3–6].

The reported annual incidence of iNPH varies from 0.5/100,000 to
5.5/100,000. The estimated prevalence is 22/100,000 increasing with
age and in the elderly populations it varies from 0.5% up to 5.9% [7–10].
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The pathophysiological basis of iNPH remains elusive [1,11].
Alzheimer's disease (AD)-related neuropathological findings and vascu-
lar lesions are common, and concomitant AD may hamper the initial
benefit from a shunt [4,5,12]. Shunting and iNPH itself may influence
the CSF dynamics of amyloid-β (Aβ) clearance [13–15].

Portenoy et al. in 1984were the first to present iNPH as a potentially
inherited disease.

[16]. A total of 8 iNPH-families, reported previously suggest a famil-
ial subgroup of iNPH with potential autosomal dominant inheritance
(Table 1[16–22]) including a family with essential tremor and concom-
itant iNPH (ETINPH) with linkage to 19q12–13.31 [15,16]. Still, little is
known about the familial characteristics of iNPH.

We first analyzed the overall incidence of shunt-operated iNPH in
the Finnish population, and then identified potential iNPH families by
disease history in the pedigrees.

2. Methods

2.1. Data collection and selection of patients

In Finland, all surgical procedures on CSF disorders are carried out in
six neurosurgical units, with a defined catchment population (Supple-
mentary Table 1). The patient registries of the six units were retrospec-
tively screened to identify all patients shunted due to NPH. Potential
patients were searched based on both operative procedure codes and
diagnostic code (ICD 10; G91.2). Patient records were reviewed by a
neurosurgeon to exclude any potential secondary etiology including ob-
structive hydrocephalus. Overall 1095 patients with possible or proba-
ble iNPH [3] were included in the study (Supplementary Fig. 1). The
patients were shunted between 1993 and 2014 the timeframe varying
between neurosurgical units (Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary
Fig. 1).

Patients were sent an informed consent with 6-page questionnaire
containing patient information form (including smoking, use of alcohol,
physical performance, chronic and previous diseases, current medica-
tion, surgeries performed) and iNPH-item (shunt and shunt response,
other diagnosed neurodegenerative diseases, medication for memory
disease, iNPH-symptoms and family anamnesis with contact informa-
tion of relativeswilling to participate in the study). Altogether 616 ques-
tionnaires (56%) fulfilled by the patient or next of kin were returned.

All questionnaire data from patients with informed consent and ad-
equately filled form (n= 469; 42.9%) was screened by a neurosurgeon
to further confirm the exclusion of any potential secondary etiology of

NPH not noted in primary selection. Criteria resulting in exclusion
were subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), intracerebral hemorrhage,
meningitis or craniotomyprior to shunt surgery aswell as aqueduct ste-
nosis or another obstruction potentially affectingCSF-dynamics. Unwill-
ingness to participate in genealogy or offer family data was an
additional exclusion criterion. Based on this, 94 patients were excluded
from further analysis limiting the final number of patients to 375 (34%
of the original sample of 1095) with probable iNPH [3].

Patients with reported familial iNPH-symptomatology (n = 60)
were approached in terms of phone interviews. The aims of each inter-
view were to exclude other disorders causing the triad symptoms and
confirm the information reported on the questionnaire. Furthermore,
all available healthy relatives and relatives with triad symptoms
(Table S1) were first contacted by the proband. After that, the relatives
were sent an informed consent and identical questionnaire (150 out
204 returned, 74% response rate) in order to validate the information,
to define their interest in participating in the study and give a blood
sample for genetic study. The relatives reporting possible iNPH related
symptoms were also phone interviewed.

Relying on the data gathered from the questionnaire and phone in-
terviews, a pedigree of each iNPH-family was drawn (Fig. 2). The level
of information indicating familial iNPHwas divided into two categories:
1) probable familial iNPH (at least one relative with shunt due to iNPH),
and 2) possible familial iNPH (at least one relativewith ≥2 self-reported
triad symptoms) [3,23]. Patients fulfilling neither of the two categories
were grouped as sporadic iNPH.

2.2. Geographical analysis

For geographical evaluation, iNPH patients shunted from 2010 until
2012 (comparable data available from all participating units, n = 144
out of 375) were categorized by home county. For yearly incidence, a
mean number of shunt-operated iNPH patients collected during three
consecutive years was divided by a mean number of population aged
higher than 60 years during the corresponding time framewith regional
presentation (Fig. 1A). Additionally, the birth municipalities of familial
(n = 54, Fig. 1B) and sporadic (n = 268, Fig. 1C) patients were graphi-
cally examined.

2.3. APOE-genotyping

Genomic DNA was extracted from venous blood samples using
QIAamp DNA blood mini extraction kit (QIAGEN). APOE genotyping

Table 1
Previous studies and case reports found in systematical search of the literature.a

Study
Number of affected
pedigrees discovered

Number of familial
iNPH-cases
(shunt/possible) Additional information

Portenoy et al.
(1984) [16]

1 2 (2/0) 67-year-old man and his 74-year old sister both with shunt-responsive iNPH

Zhang et al. (2008
and 2010) [17,18]

1 3 (2/1) Two family members with confirmed diagnosis and one with characteristic symptoms based on
family interviews. Moreover, symptomatic essential tremor affected all of these patients and 11
other relatives.

Takahashi et al.
(2011) [21]

1 8 (4/4) Four patients had clinically documented features with ventriculomegaly. In addition four other
family members with interview-based symptomatology were discovered.

Cusimano et al.
(2011) [19]

1 2 (2/0) Sisters who lived together their entire lives being exposed to similar environmental factors. They
both developed clinical iNPH with a favorable post-shunt outcome.

McGirr and
Cusimano (2013)
[20]

3 8 (2/6)
4 (3/1)

Family history of 20 shunted patients and 21 controls was mapped. Questionnaire data of 291
first-degree relatives from 41 families was collected and compared in a case-control setting. 7% of
patients had at least one relative with probable iNPH. Also additional family with 4 diagnosed (3
shunted) iNPH patients was reported.

Liouta et al. (2014)
[22]

1 4 (2/2) 71 and 73-year-old sisters both with early-onset symptomatology and beneficial response to shunt.
Their 45 and 48-year-old daughters are both suffering from urinary incontinence of unknown
etiology with empty sella and enlarged subarachnoid spaces in MRI.

Total 8 31

a Literature research was conducted onMedline and Scopus with keywords “normal pressure hydrocephalus” AND (“family” OR “familiality” OR “familial aggregation”OR “genealogy”
OR “sibling” OR “pedigree” OR “inheritance” OR “genetics”) published until 1-MAR-2015.
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